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Name: What motivated you to put yourself 

forward for election to the branch 
committee? 

What qualities, skills and experience do you think 
you'll bring to the branch committee? 

If you volunteered last year with the 
APM what was your best 
achievement/highlight? 

Peter Christodoulou I am a member have been for years I bring existing knowledge of a committee member Treasurer for north east branch  hosted 
events  updated teams 

Glyn Jenkins I have been a member of the North East 
committee for the last 3 years and wish to 
continue to be a part of the group. 

As an APM accredited project manager working in the 
water sector I deliver multiple complex projects 
through the entire project lifecycle from issue 
definition to handover. In the role of Client Project 
Manager I lead multi-disciplined teams of consultants, 
contractors and specialist suppliers to both internal 
and external clients. The projects I lead are managed 
in a collaborative environment with framework 
partners which establishes effective working 
relationships through common goals and measures of 
success in delivering effective outcomes to my 
portfolio of projects. Membership of the committee 
will allow me to continue to share my knowledge and 
experiencing to support the direction of the branch 
activities. 

Having the APM attend the Northumbrian 
Water Innovation Festival for the first 
time. 

Michael Kelly Want to continue promoting the benefits 
of the APM along and keep in touch with 
its progression/development. 

30+ years of multiskilled project delivery and 
management with a number of national client  
organisations. 

Consistent attendance/input to branch 
meetings. Implemented joint site visits 
/events with other professional 
organisations (RICS and IVM) which were 
well received. 

Temi Ladokun I have been involved for the last two years 
and would like to continue. 

As a Chartered mechanical engineer and project 
manager with experience across Process, Oil & Gas, 
Bio-fuels, and Public Sector, I bring project 
management, leadership and organisational skills. 

Organised and led the Summer Social 
AGM -Enhance your career pathway event 
for North East APM. 
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Anita Lall I would like to develop a project 
management network, and integrate it into 
my role as North East Women in Nuclear 
Lead. 

Organisational and Leadership skills - I have 
experience with formulating ideas and concepts for 
events, developing event formats and running them 
with good attendance from various North East 
companies 

I have not yet volunteered 

David McDonagh Thoroughly enjoy engaging with the 
project management profession in my 
region. 

Project Management, Leadership APM volunteers forum, networking, 
meeting new people. 

Hugo Minney Feel that i can contribute to the profession 
and particularly in the North East 

Many aspects of project management, and delivery of 
events and webinars 

Volunteer forum in Newcastle, publishing 
BMF, events, Durham University 

Oliver Randall Contuinue to help the idea of project 
management as a lifeskill for all to be 
embeded in the North East Community 

Commitment, Direction and Selflessness Each moment with the team 

 


